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Who causes the climate
crisis?  
Twenty five companies are respon-
sible for more than half of the entire
world's greenhouse gas emissions
since 1988! In a greenwashing
frenzy, companies are falling over
themselves to create an image of
sustainability and tackling climate
change, while acting in the inter-
ests of profit, not our planet. We
need to take the power to avert cli-
mate catastrophe away from the
profiteers and into democratic con-
trol of the working class!

Big Oil 
Of the top 90 companies destroying
our environment, 83 are fossil fuel
giants like Chevron, Shell and
Gazprom. Many are posturing over
their investment in renewable en-
ergy, but in reality, they have plans
to spend $4.9 trillion on fuel explo-
ration.

Adding fuel to the
flames
Big tech companies might cultivate
a progressive, eco-friendly image,
but behind the mask they are has-
tening the climate crisis by using
automation, AI and big data to
make the fossil fuel industry even
more profitable and efficient. Ama-
zon, Google and Microsoft have bil-
lion dollar deals with oil companies,
including BP, Saudi Aramco, and
Schlumberger. The expertise and
creativity of our engineers and sci-
entists should be focused on re-
newable energy and sustainable
alternatives for the future of hu-

manity, not lining the pockets of
the privileged few. 

US Carbon Bootprint
The US military is the single largest
institutional consumer of fossil fuels
in the world, rapaciously consum-
ing hydrocarbons to supply the US
war machine in 70 countries as it
pursues access to oil, power and
profit.

Home Improvement
Cement manufacture is the source
of 8% of the world’s CO2 emissions
– more than aviation fuel (2.5%)
and not far behind the agriculture
(12%). We desperately need quality,
affordable homes built at net zero
emissions. The only way to do this is
to take the construction industry
into democratic public ownership,
and develop the sustainable tech-
nologies we really need.

Reinventing the wheel
While the likes of Tesla, BMW and
Nissan are flaunting their green,
electric models, there are serious
questions about the real benefits of
an electric car. Over its lifetime, in-
cluding manufacture of the car and
battery, an electric car still produces
75% of the emissions of a petrol car.
While innovation is necessary,
profit-seeking brands should not be
setting the agenda. We could im-
mediately slash emissions from
transportation by providing free
public transport and reducing the
need for private vehicles. 

Playing with fire
The end of June saw record-break-
ing temperatures across Europe
(45.9°C in France) threatening tens
of thousands of lives. Extreme tem-
peratures are increasing demand
for heating and air conditioning,
contributing to much of the 2% rise

in CO2 emissions in 2018. This vi-
cious cycle means that electricity
use from air conditioning is pro-
jected to increase by 140% by 2050
– equivalent to the electricity con-
sumption of the EU. We must or-
ganise to fight for the development
and implementation of renewable
energy before it is too late!

Fashion victims
The $2.5 trillion fashion industry
contributes to around 10% of
global greenhouse gas emissions
and 20% of global waste water. The
UN Fashion Industry Charter for Cli-
mate Action aims to achieve net-
zero emissions by 2050. But the
fashion industry relies on wasteful-
ness to make a profit, with 52
micro-seasons a year and con-
sumers encouraged to be “on trend”
at all times. Eighty five of all textiles
end up in landfills or are inciner-
ated. What’s more, these ruthless
profiteers exploit their workers,

often in the neo-colonial world, for
poverty wages working in factories
prone to fire and collapse.

Take the bull by the
horns
The meat and dairy industries are
responsible for 16.5% of global
emissions and a third of Ireland’s
emissions come from agriculture.
Western countries need to reduce
beef consumption by 90% - in Ire-
land this represents consuming
1.9kg per person per year, down
from a whopping 19kg! But instead,
Ireland is seeking to expand its beef
and dairy sectors, even though
many livestock farmers are almost
entirely dependent on EU subsidies.
Rather than ploughing funds into a
failing sector that is destroying the
environment, we need to transition
to sustainable agriculture that pro-
vides a future for workers and the
planet.

Capitalism: Burning the planet for profit
By Keishia Taylor 

By Cathal Curran 

The IrIsh Council for Civil
Liberties (ICCL) has re-

leased a report outlining “seri-
ous and urgent concerns”
regarding the state's attitude
towards the democratic right
to protest. 

After consultations with protest
groups from across the country, the
ICCL reports “severe misuse” of the
Public Order Act by Gardai, in the
form of arrests without charge, ha-
rassment of protesters and impos-
ing limits on where people can
protest, seemingly in order to pun-
ish and discourage such action.

Attacking the vulnerable
Gardai adopt a “much more heavy
handed” approach to protestors
“living on the margins of society or
protesting out of the media spot-
light.” The ICCL details some
alarming examples of such behav-
iour, including “activists living in
Direct Provision (having to) deal
with retribution...including the
withholding of food and benefits

for holding protests”. 
They also mention housing ac-

tivists being “subject to degrading
treatment, such as strip-searching”.
Authorities at the heart of the state
deciding which protests are accept-
able and which are not is extremely
problematic and threatens to make
the idea of protest redundant.

These moves to repress dissent
seem to be part of a concerted effort
by the state to prevent mass-mobili-
sation. Many recent advances for the
working class, like the Repeal move-
ment and the water charges battle,
were won by working-class and
young people organising from below.
These developments highlighted the
true power we have when we are or-
ganised. Predictably, this has led to a
backlash from an establishment des-
perate to maintain societal control.

Siding with landlords 
Gardaí have been willing and eager
participants in this anti-democratic
response. This became especially
notable in September when they
"teamed up" with masked private
security to forcibly remove housing

activists from peacefully occupying
a vacant property in Dublin City.
The image of balaclava-clad Gardaí
using overt force against young ac-
tivists, sending some to hospital,
shocked many and appalled others.

Socialists shared this outrage, but
recognised such actions were not
surprising. Socialist Party members,
Paul Murphy TD, Mick Murphy and
Kieran Mahon were the victims of
political policing during the Job-
stown Trial. 

Police choosing the side of land-
lords and the bosses over working-
class people is to be entirely
expected. The Gardaí and the appa-
ratus of the state generally exist to
protect and serve capitalism. Cre-
ated to defend a system based on ex-
ploitation and oppression from any
threat, it's utterly predictable that
they find themselves immersed in
corruption and malpractice, with
the disgusting smearing of whistle-
blower Maurice McCabe a particu-
larly stark example of this.

The police force we need 
The Gardaí serve as the forceful arm

of the state and, as such, represent
the interests of the ruling class. This
is why we call for a democratically
controlled police force, based on
elected committees and accountable
to the working class. These commit-
tees would appoint and dismiss offi-
cers and be responsible for
day-to-day police policy, while en-

suring a genuinely independent
complaints procedure. We also
stand for the disbandment of the
Special Branch, whose sole purpose
is to engage in political policing. 

This system is incapable of deliv-
ering real justice and upholding our
rights. That’s why we must build a
socialist alternative to its rule. 

Democratic right to protest under attack

Garda & private security used physical force to evict housing protesters in Dublin, Sept ‘18 
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By Andrew Butler 

every sepTember stu-
dents throw themselves

back into another year of study
and stress, particularly as de-
mand for accommodation is
high, while supply is at a record
low. students will increasingly
have to choose their college
preference not solely based on
CAo offers but on the availabil-
ity and affordability of accom-
modation. 

Many students are forced to work
two jobs and take out loans to pay
their fees and rent. The average rent
in Cork, Limerick and Galway City is
€427 for a single room, and €700
per month in Dublin.

Private student accommodation 
Given the unaffordable rates of Pur-
pose Built Student Accomodation
(PBSA), students often fall prey to
traditional exploitative landlords in
the private rental sector. PBSA also
happens to be one of the most prof-
itable forms of tenure: 80% of those
surveyed in student accommodation
in Dublin city were international stu-
dents from wealthy backgrounds.
The decision to build transient
tourist accommodation and 3,752
proposed student beds in the Liber-
ties will not address the impending
crisis coming this August. 

All students, many of whom are
also young workers, need to collec-
tively organise. We need to revive a
vibrant student movement and inject
radical politics into our student
unions. They can and should take the
lead on fighting against sky-rocket-

ing rents and demanding the intro-
duction of real rent controls that cut
across the profiteering of landlords.

Students should not have to be re-
liant on these landlords to provide
them with accommodation.  Student
Unions should demand that the state
build on-campus accommodation to
be rented out to students at afford-
able levels while they are studying. 

Mobilising on the streets 
In October of last year, USI played a

key role in mobilising 10,000 on to
the streets, successfully putting pres-
sure on the government to include
student accommodation under RPZs
and enabling students in PBSA to
take disputes to the RTB. But that’s
not enough!

They must now mobilise to de-
mand an end to the housing crisis.
They must fight for policies that are
based on the needs of students and
young workers, not those of the cap-
italist market. 

By James McCabe

ThE Living Wage Technical group
is now arguing that due to rising
housing costs, the official living
wage in ireland should be raised to
€12.30 an hour. 

The average rent in Dublin is now
over €2,000 and close to half a million
young adults across the country are
now living with their parents as they
are not earning enough to leave
home and pay rent. 

No doubt that these conditions are
compounding the mental health cri-
sis amongst young people. A new
study from Eurofound discovered
that 12% of young people in Ireland
suffer from chronic depression, the
highest rate in Europe. 

Paltry minimum wage 
While the national minimum wage for
those aged 20 and over is a paltry
€9.80, for those under 18 years of age,
it’s €6.86. This super-exploitation of

young workers undermines the
wages of all workers, making life
more difficult and precarious. More
jobs are being created but an increas-
ing proportion of them are precarious
as hundreds of thousands of workers
have no permanent contracts. 

Women workers are disproportion-
ately likely to be in precarious or low
paid work and childcare costs rank
amongst the highest in Europe.
Therefore, a minimum wage of €12.30
an hour would barely allow most peo-
ple to keep their head above water in
reality. 

The recent strikes by various sec-
tions of workers in the healthcare sec-
tor illustrate the power that workers
have when it is mobilised. 

The trade union leaders should be
putting on the agenda the fight for
nothing less than a €15 an hour min-
imum wage. We need to get organ-
ised to tackle this rampant precarity
and exploitation. Is a decent life for all
too much to ask for?

By Conor Burke 

From 1 July, Irish Water
is seeking to implement
excessive-use water

charges of up to €500 per year.
This will come as no great sur-
prise to those of us who high-
lighted the programme for
government agreed between Fi-
anna Fáil and Fine Gael back in
2016. 

The Socialist Party opposed and
warned about this element of the
legislation at the time, as we knew
that is could be used as a back door
to the re-introduction of full water
charges in the future. The legisla-
tion allows the government to lower
the amount of water that is consid-
ered normal usage over time. Just
like with tuition fees and bin
charges, the amounts will be in-
creased incrementally until the idea
of direct payment for water be-
comes normalised, or at least this is
their hope. 

Establishment humiliated 
2014-2015 saw a campaign of direct
action and civil disobedience that
saw tens of thousands of house-
holds across the country join
protests, block the installation of

meters and, perhaps most signifi-
cantly, refuse to pay the bills, forc-
ing the political establishment to
back down. 

Fianna Fáil’s support for “exces-
sive use” charges was no surprise, as
they had previously supported
water charges, but were forced to

oppose them in the 2016 election as
the charge had become politically
toxic. The excessive usage charge
was always seen as a back door for

the reintroduction of full charges by
the mainstream political parties. 

Since the abolition of water
charges, the Government and Irish
Water along with sections of the
mainstream media have been operat-
ing a not-so-subtle propaganda cam-
paign to win people over to the logic
of water charges, using environmen-
tal concerns and threats of water
shortages as a means to try and con-
vince people. The facts show, how-
ever, that commodifying water does
little to address these concerns and in
reality this exposes their real agenda
which is to create the conditions for
private companies to get their hands
on our public water services. 

Mass non-payment 
Currently about 40% of households
throughout the country have no water
meters installed due to the massive
campaign of resistance that suc-
ceeded in defeating the Fine
Gael/Labour government’s water
charge plan, so it remains to been
seen how the Government or Irish
water would be able to justify charg-
ing some people and not others. Any
attempt to implement excessive use
charges should be met with the same
mass resistance and non-payment of
bills. 

Oppose water charges through the back door

From bad to worse: 
The student accommodation crisis 

“We want to live not just exist”

Landlords and developers are exploiting students desperate for accommodation

Non-medical hospital workers went on strike for pay in June

The mass movement that stopped water charges must be reignited to prevent their reintroduction
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By Katia Hancke

on 19 July, ambulance
workers across the country

organised in nasra, a branch of
the pnA, are once again going
on strike. This is the eighth day
of strike action these workers
have to engage in – to win the
right to be represented by the
union of their choice and the
right to engage in collective
bargaining.

In 2009, the NASRA branch was
set up as an alternative to the man-
agement-dominated SIPTU repre-
sentation in the National Ambulance
Service. Since then, report after re-
port has exposed the serious issues
of bullying and harassment in the
service. These workers need effective
representation and that is what is at
stake here.

Stepping up action
Industrial action has been stepped
up from ten-hour strikes to 24
hours, and a further stepping-up of
the action may be needed to force
the HSE to listen – including rolling

strikes. But as emergency personnel
these workers also depend even
more on solidarity from the trade
union movement and from workers
in general.

Nasra activists and Socialist Party
members, together with trade union
activists, organised public awareness
activities in Dublin, Cork, Limerick
and Galway. The response was im-
pressive – in just a few hours we col-
lected thousands of signatures
calling on the Minister to instruct the
HSE to recognise the union.

The issue of trade union recogni-
tion struck a chord with hundreds of
(often unorganised, young) workers
who took leaflets for their work-
places and trade unionists who
promised to take the issue into their
union. Over the summer, we commit
to assist further with such activities
so come the Autumn the Minister for
Health can be confronted with at
least ten thousand signatures in sup-
port of Nasra.

isolation broken
At long last, the isolation of this dis-
pute has now been broken with

Unite the Union coming out in sup-
port with the Nasra workers. In the
North, the issue is being discussed in
NIPSA with the health workers’ divi-
sion coming out in support. Socialist
Party members at the recent ICTU
biennial conference were the first to
raise the issue and others followed in
support. Other union branches
should follow this example and pass
motions of solidarity and practical
support.

This is a battle none of us can af-
ford to let be lost. Five hundred
workers are standing up for the fun-
damental right to be represented by
the trade union of their choice. If the
HSE, a public employer, gets away
with ignoring this right, what mes-
sage does it send to the private sec-
tor? In an era of declining trade
union membership and activism,
with entire sectors of the economy
organised with anti-union policies, a
battle such as this goes to the heart
of what many workers face: the fight
for trade union recognition is still
ongoing in 2019 and any group of
determined workers leading the way
should get our full support.

By Joe Higgins 

The IrIsh Fiscal Council is
the capitalist establish-

ment’s neoliberal watchdog
over the general issue of Gov-
ernment income and expendi-
ture in the domestic economy.
one of its roles is to press for
cuts in government spending if
it feels the right-wing political
parties in power come under
strong pressure to spend extra
funds in areas like the health
and social spending.

In June, the Council said loudly
that the Government is ‘overspend-
ing’ in several areas and warns of the
possibility of sharp reductions in the
amounts of corporate tax being col-
lected in future years, with severe ef-
fects on public spending. It also says
that a hard Brexit would pose ‘pro-
found risks’ for the public finances.

“hard Brexit budget”
The Government is now preparing
for a “hard Brexit budget” that will
see cuts to public services and at-
tacks on living standards. The mes-
sage is clear. The majority in society
– working class people on low and
middle incomes – will have to see
their incomes and services hit yet
again to bail out the system from its
various crises. And this will have to
begin with Budget 2020 due to be
announced in the Dáil on 9 October. 

The reality is that working-class
people in Ireland are still at the
mercy of the same international and
domestic economic capitalist system
that disastrously crashed the econ-
omy in 2008. The financial markets
then dictated to cowardly Irish gov-
ernments that the working class had
to have the burden of their crisis
placed on their shoulders. 

Dictatorship of the markets 
In 2018 the National Debt – the total
amount of money owed by the State
to domestic and international finan-
ciers – reached a staggering €206
billion. A substantial part of this was
built up due to the crash and the
bailout of banks and speculators.

The Government paid €5 billion in
interest alone to service that debt in
2018 and will pay a further €4.5 bil-
lion in 2019. In the last ten years Ire-
land has €60 billion in the interest
on its debt. This is a massive drain of
resources that could be used, for ex-
ample, to resolve the housing crisis
that sees not just homelessness but
an entire generation of young people
locked out of affordable accommo-
dation. 

Solidarity and Socialist Party
Councillors campaigning for public
homes on public land in Dublin and
Cork have calculated that good-qual-
ity three-bedroom homes could be
build for €175,000 each.

State- and Local Authority-owned

home building construction projects
could build 28,000 social and af-
fordable homes with the amount
spent on interest in 2018 and a fur-
ther 25,000 with the 2019 interest.
Instead these huge resources are
going to fatten the vultures in the
European and global financial mar-
kets.

A system in crisis 
Viewed against the possibility of
Britain crashing out of the EU in the
next twelve months and threats to
the global capitalist economies, Irish
capitalism and its political represen-
tatives find themselves in a very vul-
nerable position. On 3 July, Conor
O’Kelly of the National Treasury
Management Agency (NTMA) said

at a Dáil committee that “the chances
of a recession in Ireland are 100%.”

The Fiscal Council warned of the
huge reliance on corporation tax in-
come generated by the multination-
als. It points out that €3 to €6 billion
of the €10.4 billion collected in 2018
is ‘unexplained, and not accounted
for by the domestic economy and can
therefore dry up very quickly in
changed circumstances.” 

In reality there is a bubble as far as
corporation tax revenue is concerned.
This shows the unsustainable nature
of the economic model of Ireland
being a tax haven for profit-hungry
multinationals.  The globalised nature
of the Irish economy also means it
can also be very vulnerable to the fall-
out of a global trade war. 

Working-class resistance 
Working-class people are being con-
ditioned for a Budget that could
massively curb public spending on
crucial services with uncertainty
over Brexit and the global economy
as the rationale. This should be 
vehemently resisted by public sector
and all other trade unions. Increas-
ing numbers of workers are in 
precarious, low-paid jobs and 
already under severe economic
pressures. 

It is essential that they begin to
mobilise their power in defence of
their position. This should be com-
bined with the building of new party
for working-class people that stands
for a break with this crisis-ridden
capitalist system.  

Capitalist crisis means…

Living standards are in the
crosshairs 

A crucial battle: NASRA workers must not stand alone

Solidarity TD Ruth Coppinger supporting the ambulance workers’ strike

Finance Minister, Paschal Donohue, is preparing a budget that will protect corporations at the expense of working-class people
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By Robert Cosgrave 

TESCo, onE of the largest pri-
vate sector employers in ireland,
is continuing their campaign to
undermine Mandate – the trade
union organising Tesco workers. 

They are refusing to engage
with the Labour Court, and at-
tempting to deny their workers
union representation. This is an-
other phase in the ongoing cam-
paign by Tesco, over the last few
years, to attack workers’ pay and
conditions, and most importantly,
to get Mandate out of Tesco.

“Project Black”
During the strike at Tesco in 2017,
information emerged about ‘Pro-
ject Black’ - Tesco’s plan to strong
arm longer-term workers, who
were the most likely to be active in
Mandate, into accepting “voluntary
redundancy packages”, through
outright hostility and by undermin-
ing their old conditions. This is part
of a long term plan to turn Tesco
into an open shop, for which they
have employed the services of
union-busting legal firm Eversheds
Sutherland since 2015. 

In December last year, workers
at shops in Carrick-on-Shannon
and Sligo went on strike as Tesco
attempted to de-recognise the
union outright. The recent refusal
of Tesco to engage with the state’s
industrial relations apparatus -
which, it should be noted, exists to
favour employers over workers – is
the latest step in their prolonged
anti-union offensive.

A warning to workers 
The struggle between Tesco and
Mandate should serve as a warning
to the trade union movement; em-
ployers, even where they recognise
a union, will consciously work to
undercut their ability to effectively
represent workers. If Tesco are suc-
cessful, it will give the green light to
the capitalist class generally to en-
gage in similar attacks. 

There is only one way that work-
ers can defend themselves against
this.  In contrast to relying on the
Labour Court – which has proven
time and again to  facilitate the
bosses’ anti-union agendas – mili-
tant, struggle-based trade unions
need to be rebuilt, which will not
let themselves be bound by legal
confines such as the 1990 Industrial
Relations Act. We need  a union
movement which is prepared to an-
swer any offensive from the bosses
with their own fightback.

At the recent ICTU Biennial Del-
egate Conference in Dublin, Man-
date general secretary john
Douglas correctly made the point
that we have turned out in our
thousands for marriage equality,
for repeal and that we should now
do the same for workers’ rights.
The union movement as a whole
should weigh in behind this call
and mobilise our huge power to
win a legal right to collective bar-
gaining and union recognition,
something that is absent from cur-
rent legislation.

By Mick Barry TD 

An posT announced plans in
late June to shut the Cork

mail Centre (CmC) by march
2020 with the loss of 240 jobs. 

The news was announced at a
mass meeting of staff at the end of
June.  Some drove home from their
shift crying.  Many had taken out
mortgages on the strength of CMC
pay packets.  

An Post argue that there was no al-
ternative - letter delivery services are
down 7% year on year.  The Govern-
ment, the media and, unfortunately,
the Communications Workers Union
(CWU) national leadership, have
joined in the chorus.

Management short-sightedness 
However, the other side of the equa-
tion is that parcel deliveries are
going through the roof.  Back in
2004, An Post made an extraordi-
narily short-sighted decision and
closed their parcel delivery service
SDS just as the parcel boom was tak-
ing off.  They went back into the par-
cel business very late, in 2017.  Since
then An Post’s parcel business has
increased 60%.  Last Christmas, An
Post was so swamped with parcels
that delivery hubs were literally
overflowing and delivery timetables
simply could not be kept.

Instead of closing the CMC, An
Post should enter into negotiations
with workers’ representatives about
drawing up a plan to transform the
company from a letter delivery com-
pany which does parcels into a par-

cel delivery company which does
letters. This should be done 
without job losses in Cork or any-
where else.

Race to the bottom
The closure of the CMC is part of the
race to the bottom in workers’ pay
and conditions.  An Post have at-
tempted to give themselves cover by
announcing plans for €15m in re-
placement investment in parcel infra-
structure in Cork.  This will involve
the hiring of new staff and everybody
knows that those new staff will be on
lower wages and conditions.

Furthermore, the company are
clearly eyeing up the sale of the
CMC premises.  Many workers sus-
pect that a deal has already been
done.  Is there a possibility that An

Post will sell to a private sector com-
petitor who will hire on lower wages
and conditions?

What should be done? 
Workers have options if they want to
fight this closure.

The first thing that should be done
is to demand the convening of a
union general meeting of CMC staff.
Such a meeting would need to debate
whether to fight the closure and save
the jobs.

Should a decision be taken to
fight, workers at the Dublin, Port-
laoise and Athlone mail centres
should be contacted and met.  A
united position against the closure of
any centre should be adopted.

A 1-day strike of Cork postal work-
ers against the closure would send a

warning shot across the bows of the
company but also to the political es-
tablishment.

The Cork North Central by-elec-
tion and the looming General Elec-
tion offer the workers real
opportunities to increase the heat on
Fine Gael who stand over the closure
and Fianna Fáil who oppose it only
in words while continuing to prop up
the Government.

A fight back against this closure
would also be a fight for a different
kind of postal service.  We need a
postal service run for people not
profit, democratically run with its
workforce at the heart of manage-
ment, which values communities
and respects the rank and file postal
workers who’ve turned the company
around in the last five years.

By Paul Murphy TD 

AbrAnCh of around 100
Dublin postal Drivers is

faced with the prospect of effec-
tive expulsion from the Inde-
pendent Workers Union as the
IWU seeks to negotiate a
merger with Unite. This is an
active branch, representing An
post hGv drivers. They were
formerly a branch of the Com-
munications Workers Unions
(CWU), but their branch was
disbanded by the CWU leader-
ship at the behest of the com-
pany as part of a process of
internal restructuring.

After leaving the CWU, the branch
joined the IWU because of its posses-
sion of a negotiating licence and its
promise to organise workers inde-
pendently of the Irish Congress of
Trade Unions (ICTU). Unfortu-
nately, they are now being sacrificed
by the IWU leadership in its eager-
ness to merge with Unite. The driv-
ers have reported that the Unite
official who is discussing with the
IWU  made clear that in order for the
merger to go through, the branch
would have to be out of the IWU and

effectively forced to go back to the
CWU. 

Union rights 
As with the paramedics dispute, this
relates to the right of workers to join
a union of their choice, while the
union leaderships seek to prevent al-
ternatives to their leadership emerg-
ing. Faced with the attempt to force
them out of the IWU and leave them
without access to a negotiating li-
cence, the postal drivers felt they had
no choice but to go to court to seek
an injunction to block this. Their
basis for this was that the IWU Con-
ference had previously agreed that
any terms of a merger would go be-
fore the membership, yet the Execu-
tive was implementing their
expulsion, without any agreement of
the membership. They were awarded
an interim injunction until 15 July,
when they are back in court.

Unfortunately, the IWU leader-
ship, despite its rhetorical commit-
ment to workers organising
independently, is willing to under-
mine these workers’ rights in order
to achieve the merger with Unite,
which will result in the extinguishing
of the IWU’s negotiating licence. 

Derek Keenan, the Chair of the
Dublin Postal Drivers branch said:
“Every dirty trick that’s been pulled
to deny our members, ordinary
workers, their rights, moves this
whole sorry saga beyond the realms
of satire. It’s an incredibly disgusting
betrayal of our members and of the
entire Union membership, whom I

don’t think are aware of or would
support what has happened.”

The bottom line is that the postal
drivers should not be forcibly repa-
triated back into a union which they
chose to leave. Trade union activists
should mobilise to defend their right
to be organised in a union of their
choice. 

Union-busting
at Tesco

240 jobs on the chopping board  
Fight the closure of Cork Mail Centre

Dublin Postal Drivers 
Fighting for right to be in union of choice

Over 100 postal workers attended a meeting on the issue organised by Mick Barry TD
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The heart of the revolution 
Workers have been self-organising in
committees and assemblies to nation-
ally discuss plans of actions and alter-
natives to the current regime. New
trade union structures, like the SPA
(Sudanese Professionals Association),
emerged from the grassroots move-
ment, playing a central role in organ-
ising strike actions and marches
gathering millions. Last April, Presi-
dent Omar al-Bashir was overthrown,
but protests did not end there. There
were calls for the overthrow of the en-
tirety of the regime, as well as for the
establishment of a democratic civilian
government.

Women have also been at the fore-
front of the revolution. Alongside
young people, workers and poor peo-
ple they have been demanding a sys-
tem that would end all forms of
inequalities and oppression; calling
for education, jobs and healthcare for
all, alongside the end of gender-based
violence and discrimination.

Fearing revolution 
Since 3 June, the brutal repression of
the peaceful protests by the Sudanese
military has shown that capitalism is
an extremely prepared and organised
system that will always try and find a
way to clamp down on any threat to its
rule. Fearing that a successful revolu-
tion would spark protests and revolu-
tionary movements in the rest of the
Arab World, Saudi Arabia has played
a central role in weaponizing the Su-
danese military and urging it to bru-
tally repress the masses in Sudan. 

Egypt and the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) have done likewise. Western
imperialist powers have also played a
central role in arming the repressive
capitalist regimes of the Arab World.
The European Union has looked to the
Sudanese to ensure it prevents
refugees from entering Europe, in re-
ality they are helping the EU to enforce
the policy of Fortress Europe. 

no compromise with the military
The overwhelmingly majority of the
Sudanese people refuse any power-
sharing deal with the military regime.
There should therefore be no com-
prise made between the leadership of
the SPA and the military – the mili-
tary regime in the form of Transitional
Military Council (TMC) must go. 

On Sunday, 30 June, despite a
month-long internet shutdown, the
courageous revolutionary struggle of
the Sudanese masses continued with
millions taking the streets demanding
an end to the rule of the military. The
march, called by the SPA, was a suc-
cess and showed that workers and
poor people have not been scratched
by the violent repression of 3 June.
They are willing to take to the streets
to end the rule of the military regard-
less of the repression they may face.

Flowing from that event, the Sudan
masses should keep organising to dis-
cuss new general strike actions. By
waging a struggle to take ownership
and control of the country’s economic
activity and resources, the working
class can lay the ground for the eco-
nomic and social revolution that is
needed to transform the lives of the
Sudanese people, and reshape society
from the bottom up. 

For a socialist Sudan 
A fight back against the repressive mil-
itary, offering self-armament if neces-
sary, should also be discussed. The
‘resistance committees’ should be en-
larged and coordinated on a wider level
to give birth to a revolutionary govern-
ment, with democratically elected rep-
resentatives of the workers and the
revolutionary people. Those parts of
the state forces who sided with the rev-
olution and defended the revolutionar-
ies during the first sit-in, the officers
and soldiers of low ranks, should be
called upon to build similar commit-
tees and link up with the revolution.

The liberation of all Sudanese
workers and oppressed people can
only happen with the establishment of
a government of the working class and
poor that seizes the wealth of society
from the corrupt capitalist class and
its allies in the top brass of the army.
By putting the key wealth and re-
sources in society into the hands of a
workers’ government, real democratic
public ownership and planning of the
economy could be organised as part of
a socialist transformation of society. 

Such a revolutionary movement
would undoubtedly and necessarily
light a flame that would spread to
countries across the region. 

Socialist Alternative Sudan (our Su-
danese sister organisation) is call-
ing for the SPA to:

n Prepare for a new general
strike, with mass protests and
workplace occupations, as part of
an agenda of escalating mobilisa-
tions until the fall of the junta

n Campaign for a revolutionary
government, built through the
bottom up by coordinating and
structuring all the resistance com-
mittees into one national revolu-
tionary council 

n Campaign for the main assets
and companies belonging to the
old guard to be put under public
ownership and democratic control
of the workers and poor, to start
organising the democratic plan-
ning of the country’s resources,
and the building of a socialist
Sudan

By Adam Dudley 

on onE side stand a sea of peaceful
protesters struggling in defence of
democratic rights. on the other, the
ranks of hong Kong's repressive state
apparatus armed with rubber bullets
and tear gas, deployed by hong
Kong's executive and bolstered by
the encouragement from the Chinese
dictatorship and their media. 

That epic face-off and inevitable col-
lision has plunged Hong Kong's ruling
capitalist elite and appointed chief ex-
ecutive Carrie Lam into a deep crisis. It
also threatens to puncture the illusion
of a Chinese “Communist” Party (CCP)
regime that cannot be decisively chal-
lenged. 

Extradition law
The movement has been sparked into
existence by proposed changes to the
law which would allow extraditions to
mainland China - and therefore expose
residents of Hong Kong to China's
deeply rotten legal system, compete
with arbitrary detention, unfair trials,
torture and forced confessions. Until
now China had no extradition agree-
ment with Hong Kong - where the Chi-
nese state’s human rights abuses are
well known and widely reported. 

Over one million demonstrated call-

ing for the changes to be scrapped and
for Lam's resignation on 9 June. The
scale of the protests rocked the estab-
lishment and as the government at-
tempted to table the bill for a second
time, peaceful demonstrations were vi-
olently attacked by police. Rubber bul-
lets and bean-bag rounds were fired
indiscriminately into the crowds, injur-
ing dozens.

Forced to delay the bills passage
through the Legislative Council on four
occasions, Carrie Lam announced a
pause in the bill on 15 June. Fearing the
impact of the movement in mainland
China, Han Zheng - china's vice premier
- met officials to demand a pause and
no more concessions. However, the
movement refused to be put on pause.
On 16 June, two million people took to
the streets demanding the bill to be
scrapped permanently and for Lam to
step down. One in four of the popula-
tion took part, making this the largest
demonstration in the city's history. 

Strike action 
Since then protests outside govern-
ment buildings, police headquarters
and 19 foreign consultants show a
movement determined to continue to
press on. This is whilst the state's strong-
arm tactics continue to enrage young
people in particular, hundreds of whom

of which occupied the Legislative coun-
cil on 1 July until violently evicted hours
later. 

The Hong Kong executive and the
CCP regime in Beijing are desperate to
find a path through for the Bill and
Lam's executive - whilst the movement
refuses to accept less than for it to be
fully scrapped. A deadlock cannot hold.
Members of Socialist Action, our sister
organisation in Hong Kong, stand
shoulder to shoulder with protesters
and are calling for a one day political
strike as the best weapon in the hands
of the movement. Such a strike could
bring Hong Kong to a standstill and
force Lam from office. 

Democracy and socialism 
Hong Kongs' democracy is a sham,
rigged to give the city's super-rich an
executive in their - and subsequently,
Chinese capitalism’s interests. If Lam
falls and an election follows, not only
will the movement have scored a major
victory - but focus could shift to the de-
mand for free elections and the ob-
scene wealth of Hong Kong's
China-Friendly capitalists. That is not a
scenario the Hong Kong executive or
the CCP can accept. 

In China itself, a defeat for the regime
would reverberate - now in the 30th an-
niversary of the massacre at Tiananmen

       
    

    
       

       
     

     
       

     
       

     
    

    
       

     
 

LAST DECEMBER, inspiring protests
emerged in Sudan, uniting young
people and workers against the rapid
increase of prices, unemployment and
precarious jobs, as well as the
increasing privatisation of the
Sudanese economy, writes MYRIAM
POIZAT. 

SOLIDARIT   
REVOLUTIO    

Explosive protests rock Hong Kong 
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By Cillian Gillespie 

In mAy, Donald Trump significantly ratcheted
up Us capitalism’s trade war against China,

with the imposition of a 25% rate on $200 billion
worth of tariffs on Chinese imports to the Us.
This brings to $250 billion the tariffs placed on
such imports by the Trump regime since the dis-
pute began in January last year. The Chinese
“Communist” party (CCp) regime responded in
kind by imposing tariffs on $60 billion worth of
goods and services from the Us. 

In the following weeks, Trump issued an order pre-
venting US companies from trading with the giant Chi-
nese mobile phone company, Huawei. This would mean
that consumers of this phone would not be able to access
products from US based companies such as Google and
Facebook. As we go to print, Trump has rescinded this
order and promised to suspend the imposition of tariffs
on an additional $300 billion worth of Chinese imports.
While this may point to the possibility of a short term
de-escalation of the conflict, the main trend is pointing
to further economic and geo-political conflict between
the US and China. 

Clash of two powers
Fundamentally, this trade war is the by-product of a
growing clash between the US, the dominant but declin-
ing capitalist super-power, and a rising Chinese econ-
omy, which is the second largest on the planet. Both
want to assert the power and maximise the profits of
their respective capitalist elites. 

A sharp focus of this clash is the question of competi-
tion in the high tech industry. The representatives of US
capitalism, in the form of both Republicans and Democ-
rats, are increasingly worried about the competition
from companies such as Huawei to its major companies
in this industry. Companies such as Apple and Amazon
constitute the most profitable section of the US econ-
omy, and they intend to jealously guard their global
hegemony. 

They are worried by Chinese capitalism’s development
of new technology such as 5G – the new mobile internet
technology – which the Trump Presidency claims is a
‘national security risk’. The city of Shenzhen, in South-
East China is regarded as being the next Silicon Valley,
further indicating the challenge to the US’ long term
dominance of this sector. 

“Made in China”
Since 2015, the capitalist dictatorship of Xi Jinping have
pursued a policy entitled “Made in China 2025” with the

aim of becoming a “manufacturing superpower”, with
Chinese capitalism, closely connected to the CCP
regime, dominating aerospace technology, including
aircraft engines and airborne equipment, biopharma-
ceuticals and high-performance medical equipment. All
of which is a further threat to the profits and power of
US capitalism. 

Another example of CCP and Chinese capitalism’s
growing assertiveness is the development of its “Belt and
Road Initiative”. This will involve the building of major
infrastructure programmes in over 60 countries, from
Vietnam to Montenegro, at an estimated cost of $1 tril-
lion. Given that this money will be given as loans to these
respective countries in order to develop seaports, air-
ports and other transport infrastructure, China will be
able to exert some control of their economies through
what is called “debt trap diplomacy”. 

This is not dissimilar to how US capitalism and the EU
has used debt as a weapon to dominate countries in the
neo-colonial world, or southern and eastern Europe.
China may also use the building of these ports to in-
crease its military presence in countries such as Pak-
istan, which has been an ally of US imperialism in the
past. This is also combined with the fact that there has
been intentifying clashes between the two powers in the
Asia Pacific region more generally, and over questions
such as Taiwan. 

System in crisis 
The development of a trade war between the planet’s two
largest economies comes against the backdrop of slow-
ing economic growth globally, with world trade at its
weakest level since 2008, before the outbreak of the
“Great Recession”. The integration and inter-reliance of
different sections of the world economy over the last
number of decades through the process of globalisation,
will mean that a war such as this can tip the world econ-
omy into a full blown recession, devastating the living
standards of working-class people in both China and the
US, and further afield. This is particularly the case if it
is of a long and protracted character. 

The trade and tech wars, growing inter-capitalist ri-
valry more generally, as well as the threat of economic
slowdown and recession all point to the deep malaise in
global capitalism at this point. This is laying the material
basis for further revolutionary explosions, similar to
what we’ve seen in Sudan and Algeria in the last number
of months, and a growing embracement of socialist
ideas. We need a world economic system based on dem-
ocratic planning and public ownership of its key re-
sources, not one based on conflict, crises and the
destruction of our planet. 

   

      
    
     

     
    

     
    

    
    

     
     

     
       

     
     

     
 

 
     

     
     

     
     

    
    

    
     
       

     
     

    

       
      

      
     
       

    
     

     
    

 
     

     
    

        
     

      
       

    
      

       
      

     
       
      

     

  
    
   

     
    

       
     

     

     
       

 
     

      
       

     
        

     
     

    
    

       
       

      
      
    

   
     

      
     

    
      

      
        

      
    

     
     

    
       

       
     

Square - where the increased rate of ar-
rests and disappearances of workers
and students activists broadcast the
real fears of Xi Jinping’s regime that op-
position to its own rule will spread and
deepen. A thousand threads tie China's
dictatorship to the political and eco-
nomic elite in Hong Kong - the struggle

for democratic rights means a struggle
to cut those threads. a struggle to take
the enormous wealth of the super-rich
into democratic public ownership, a
struggle for socialist change. Capitalism,
in Hong Kong, in China and across the
region offers only repression and ex-
ploitation. 

US-China trade war signifies…
Growing capitalist rivalry & crisis TY WITH THE

N IN  SUDAN
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By Linda Schutz 

AT The end of June, the har-
rowing photo showing a

drowned father and daughter
lying face down in the water,
the girl tucked into her father’s
t-shirt, went viral. Óscar Al-
berto martínez ramírez and
his one-year old daughter vale-
ria died in the water of the rio
Grande on the Us-mexican bor-
der. They were the victims of
the Us state’s racist immigra-
tion controls. 

Trump has tightened controls, de-
ployed 5,000 troops on the border
and forced the Mexican government
to deploy their own migration pa-
trols with the threat of trade tariffs.
The goal is to stop migrants from
crossing over into the US and to limit
the number of asylum seekers the US
accepts each day. Here is an illustra-
tion of how the death of Óscar and
Valeria are directly related.  

A perilous journey 
In April, the family left their home in
El Salvador, infamous for deep

poverty and extreme violence. After
waiting for an appointment to apply
for asylum for two months in
Tapachula in Southern Mexico they
crossed the country, making their
way to the Gateway International
Bridge to Texas. 

They joined a long list of people
waiting for one of only three inter-
view slots per day! Facing another
potential wait of several months the
family decided to cross the river a
few hundred metres away from the
bridge. The desperate conditions in
much of Central and Latin America
mean that the crackdown does not
deter migrants but pushes them into
more dangerous actions. 

inspiring workers solidarity 
Recently workers of the furnishing
retailer Wayfairers learned of an
order for a new detention centre to
imprison 1,600 “unaccompanied mi-
nors” and demanded their CEO stop
doing business with the company fit-
ting out the centres. 

When he refused, they walked out
in solidarity, gathering at a rally,
with signs reading for example “A

prison with a bed is still a prison”. In
a letter the workers said that “the US
government and its contractors are
responsible for the mistreatment of
refugees seeking asylum – we want
that to end it”. 

Two more examples of workers
solidarity from 2018: 

Flight attendants made the dis-
tress of groups of Latino children,
separated from their families and fly-
ing with federal agents, public on so-
cial media. This grew into so much
public pressure that American Air-
lines, United, Southwest and Fron-
tier Airlines are refusing to fly
migrant children separated from
their families. 

Migrant detention is a huge indus-
try, and surveillance, which is one
aspect, is being made public by ac-
tivists and workers in the tech indus-
try. This ranges from criticism of
Amazon and Microsoft for selling fa-
cial recognition software or cloud
services powering these technologies
to US law enforcement, to Google
workers protesting the provision of
artificial intelligence technology to
the Pentagon. 

By Colm McCarthy 

The orDerInG, and subse-
quent cancellation of mili-

tary strikes against Iran by the
Trump administration is
merely the latest in a series of
escalations by the United states
aimed at that country. 

The strikes that were apparently
launched followed the shooting
down of an unmanned drone in the
Strait of Hormuz, but Trump claims
he decided to change his mind due to
the stated reason that he felt the
death toll would have been dispro-
portionate. The United States has
also accused Iran of an attack on two
oil tankers in the region, but has not
provided evidence. 

imperialist sanctions
The backdrop for this is the strategy
of maximum pressure taken by the
Trump administration towards Iran.
This has seen the United States walk
away from the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action nuclear deal negoti-
ated by Iran and the Obama admin-
istration, and implement severe
sanctions against the country. In ad-
dition to breaking the agreement, the
US sanctions have been used to pres-
sure other countries into not buying
Iranian Oil, with the stated aim of re-
ducing its oil exports to zero. 

This is despite the fact that Iran
at no stage had breached the terms
of the deal. As a result of the sanc-
tions the GDP of Iran fell by 3.9% in
2018, with inflation hitting 52.4%
this year. Iran announced that it
would start increasing its uranium
enrichment due to the pointlessness
of continuing to abide by a deal that
is providing none of the promised
economic benefits, with those op-
posed to the US’s actions, such as
the EU, doing little to mitigate the
sanctions.  

Trump and his hawks
The Trump administrations demands
on Iran are malicious and often ab-
surd, such as a statement released by
the White House press secretary stat-
ing that “even before the deals exis-
tence, Iran was violating its terms.”
Trump's policy, while erratic, is most
reflective of some of the hawkish fig-
ures he has surrounded himself with,
most prominently his national secu-
rity advisor John Bolton.  

The Trump administration have
ramped up their support for the
MEK, a group up until recently on
their own list of designated terrorist
groups and widely hated in Iran for
their role going back as far as sup-
porting Saddam Hussein’s forces in
the Iran-Iraq War.

The Middle East has been going
through a regional Cold War, with
conflicts exploited by various gov-
ernments to project their power in
the region, with their bloodiest ex-

pression in recent years being the
Civil Wars in Syria and Yemen. The
Iranian government have been a
prominent participant in this, with
their position having been signifi-
cantly strengthened by the 2003 in-
vasion of Iraq by the United States
and its allies.

need for a workers’ movement 
It is a reality that the 40 year-long
rule by the Iranian theocracy is cor-
rectly seen by many as kleptocratic,
and opposition to the rule of the
supreme leader Ayatollah Khamenei
is significant. Large mobilisations,
beginning with the mass protests in
December 2017 have been an in-
creasingly common feature in Iran.
This has seen strike action by a num-
ber of groups of workers both for
general economic demands, but also
seeking the end to Khamenei’s rule. 

There have also been struggles
against women’s oppression in Iran,

with numerous protests against the
compulsory hijab and the many
other restrictions placed on women’s
freedoms by the ruling theocrats.
The nature of this opposition has
disorientated the government in
Iran, with different factions attempt-
ing to exploit a movement outside of
their control to their advantage, but
ultimately resorting to repression to
undermine them.

Socialists oppose those in the
White House and its allies looking to
make Iranians suffer through sanc-
tions or military strikes. We oppose
all imperialist intervention into the
Middle East. It is also clear that the
Iranian government offers no hope
for its population. It is only through
building a workers’ movement in
Iran and throughout the region,
based on a revolutionary socialist
programme can imperialism and the
repressive capitalist regimes that
dominate this region be defeated. 

on Saturday 22 June,
Youth4Sudan organised a protest
in solidarity with the Sudanese
masses, referencing the incredible
actions of workers in France and
italy who, in solidarity with Su-
danese workers, have refused to
hand weapons to Saudi Arabia.

The vibrant action gathered up to
50 young people and workers in sol-
idarity. Speakers included school
students, youth activists as well as
Sudanese and Irish trade union ac-
tivists and workers.

Radical young people have been
at the forefront of movements
emerging in Ireland, playing a cen-
tral role during Repeal, and giving
the lead to the importance of inter-
national struggle for climate justice.
Youth4Sudan was initiated by
school students and is another ex-
ample of this radicalisation. 

US: Standing against Trump’s racist border controls 

Oppose imperialist warmongering against Iran Young people in
solidarity with Sudan
Revolution 

Harrowing scenes are a daily feature on the US-Mexico border

The dangerous Trump regime is preparing for war with Iran
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By Conor Payne 

The mAss anger over the de-
veloping climate catastro-

phe is bubbling over. This has
been reflected particularly in
the major youth protests and
school student strikes, which
has spread all over the world.  

Despite this very important move-
ment, governments continue to
largely pay lip service to the issue
while the crisis continues unabated.
Many young people will be looking
for answers for how the movement
can go forward and win decisive
change. The vast majority of protest-
ers are not affiliated to any organised
group. Some groups have emerged
however, which point to the different
tactics and ideas which can be looked
to by those trying to avert environ-
mental crisis. 

organising direct action
Extinction Rebellion (XR) is one such
organisation, which distinguished it-
self by its use of militant tactics,
which for many match up with the ur-
gency of the crisis. XR was founded in
Britain but actions have taken place
and groups have been formed in
many countries under the same ban-
ner, including in Ireland. 

They have included a protest of
400 outside No.10 Downing St
where fake blood was poured on the
road, and blockades of roads, bridges
and the London Stock Exchange. In

November 2018, approximately
6,000 people participated in block-
ades of London’s five main bridges. 

Socialists support these forms of
militant protest as a tool to draw at-
tention to the climate crisis. This
should not be a substitute to building
a mass movement of millions, mobil-
ising huge numbers into the streets
and building for strike action. It is
crucial that this includes action by
workers who have the power to bring
the system and its environmental de-
struction to a halt by collectively
withdrawing their labour. 

XR’s programme and strategy 
For us, at the root of the climate cri-
sis is the capitalist system with its re-
lentless pursuit of profit. One
hundred companies are responsible
for 71% of emissions since 1988.
These companies are wedded to their
short terms profits, and will not be
convinced to be ‘’allies’’ in the fight
against climate change. 

And the issue is not just energy
companies - since the Paris Climate
Agreement 33 private banks have in-
vested $1.9 trillion into fossil fuels.
For real action on climate, we need a
confrontation with these companies,
the governments which represent
their interests, and an end to the
capitalist system which underpins
the destruction of our planet. 

It is unfortunate that, despite their
confrontational tactics, XR is in real-
ity seeking consensus by not taking

into account the real class interests
that prevent this issue being properly
tackled. One of its three key demands
is: “Government must create and be
led by the decisions of a Citizens’ As-
sembly on climate and ecological jus-
tice.” They say that “Citizens’
assemblies are often used to address
issues that are deemed too controver-
sial and difficult for politicians to deal
with successfully by themselves.” 

Limits of Citizens’ Assembly 
They actually point to the example of
Ireland as a positive- not just on
abortion and marriage equality but
on the issue of climate change itself:

“The recommendations of their citi-
zens’ assembly on Making Ireland a
Leader in Tackling Climate Change
is currently being incorporated into
the Government’s action plan.” 

But, as Extinction Rebellion Ire-
land has pointed out, the govern-
ment’s Climate action plan is woefully
inadequate to the scale of the crisis.
The reality is, that while a Citizens’
Assembly may put forward recom-
mendations which cut against the in-
terests of big business and capitalist
governments, it is a process which
will be set up by those forces to de-
liver a result they can work with, and
manage from their own point of view. 

A socialist perspective
It is not a way of overcoming the
power of the fossil fuel companies
and capitalist interests generally. To
do this, the movement needs to be
armed with a socialist and class
analysis and programme. This
means fighting for demands, such as
free public transport, which don’t ac-
cept the logic of the market system
and fighting for public ownership of
the energy industry and the key in-
dustries generally. On the basis of
democratic socialist planning, a
rapid and planned transition away
from fossil fuels will create an envi-
ronmentally sustainable economy. 

By Jess Spear

The neW hbo docudrama
series Chernobyl debuted in

may and quickly gathered a
global following, becoming the
top rated Tv series of all time.
The gripping storyline takes
you from the scene of disaster
on 26 April, 1985 when an ex-
plosion occurred at the Cher-
nobyl nuclear power plant in
soviet Ukraine, and follows one
soviet nuclear scientist’s quest
to uncover and disclose the
truth of what happened. The
human errors involved in the
catastrophe at Chernobyl (both
individual and societal) are a
stark reminder how dangerous
nuclear power can be when dis-
aster strikes. 

Nonetheless, with only a little over
a decade left to transition to a zero
carbon economy to avert climate
chaos, some prominent climate sci-
entists are now advocating massive
investment in nuclear energy. Un-
mitigated climate change threatens
mass species extinction and to desta-
bilize civilization. Clearly we should
consider all low-carbon options
available to rapidly reduce our car-
bon emissions. 

The problems with nuclear power
Nuclear energy currently provides
11% of the world’s electricity, and
unlike solar and wind currently, it
can provide 24 hours energy pro-

duction. In over 50 years of energy
production, notwithstanding the
events at Chernobyl and Fukushima
Daiichi, very few disasters have ac-
tually happened. So, why not de-

mand more nuclear energy to tackle
climate change? Three key reasons
include: carbon emissions, cost /
time, and radioactive waste. 

All non-fossil fuel energy sources
produce some carbon emissions. In
the main these come from mining
rare earth minerals, production, and
transporting. However, nuclear en-
ergy emits twice as much carbon as
solar panels, and six times as much
as onshore wind farms. 

Unlike solar and wind technol-
ogy, nuclear energy costs have gone
up, not down. Nuclear energy is the
most expensive non-fossil fuel en-
ergy source, nearly four times that
of wind and solar. That’s largely be-
cause the power plants are designed
and built to withstand any and all
known risks, from human error to
natural disasters. That’s a good
thing. But, between planning and
construction, new plants can take
between 10-20 years before any
electricity is actually generated. In
contrast, large wind farms can be up
and running in less than two years.
There are new, smaller and cheaper
nuclear power plant designs, but
none of them have been tested and
scaled up to what is needed now. 

Lastly, nuclear power generates a
considerable amount of radioactive

waste, some of which must be kept
sequestered from us and our envi-
ronment for up to 100,000 years.
While the most radioactive waste is
only a fraction of the total volume
generated it nonetheless presents a
serious problem to society – like the
120 double-decker busloads of high
level waste France produces every
year – that we have yet to solve after
50 years of research. 

Solar, wind & wave – not nuclear
Another overriding concern is that
capitalism, a system based on short-
term profit, cannot be trusted to ex-
pand nuclear power use in a safe and
responsible way. If the powerful fos-
sil fuel corporations most responsi-
ble for climate change decide to turn
to nuclear energy instead, will our
planet be in safe hands? Of course
not!

Time is running out. Every cent in-
vested in nuclear energy takes away
from cleaner, cheaper, and signifi-
cantly less risky renewable sources
that can be deployed at a much faster
rate. To secure an ecologically sus-
tainable future, we must fight for
massive state investment and rapid
deployment of publicly owned and
democratically controlled solar,
wind, and wave energy.

Why nuclear power is not the answer to climate change

‘Extinction Rebellion’ & the fight 
against climate catastrophe

The HBO series, Chernobyl, is a reminder of the dangers associated with nuclear power

Extinction Rebellion have organised a number of radical actions demanding action on climate change
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By Chris Stewart, 
Unite Irish Executive (Pers. Cap.)

Three ThoUsAnD, six
hundred highly skilled
workers at bombardier,

an aircraft manufacturer in the
north, have been dealt another
blow by the announcement that
the multi-billion euro company
is to sell-off its global aero
structures division. The news
came unexpectedly just days
after the workers and their
union Unite celebrated a signif-
icant victory in fighting off
compulsory redundancies. 

The threat of workers balloting for
industrial action to defend jobs and
skills not only halted the redundan-
cies, but also resulted in those who
were targeted in the last round being
offered their jobs back! The sale to
Mitsubishi for €487 million has been
talked up by industry bosses as
“hugely beneficial to the global aero-
space market” but no assurances
have been provided regarding the
maintaining of jobs and skills in
Northern Ireland. 

Devastating consequences 
Any job losses in Bombardier would
be hugely significant – devastating
the livelihoods of workers and their
families not just employed by the
company but many thousands indi-
rectly, as well as the criminal loss of
skills. The company accounts for al-
most 5% of the entire labour force of
the North and over 10% of manufac-

turing GDP. 
This is in the context of a decline

of the manufacturing sector and a
stepping up of the race to the bottom
making the North a low-wage econ-
omy. Despite the company maintain-
ing an operating profit of over €4
million, the workforce has been
slashed drastically over recent years,
less than half of what it was in 1990.
It is clear corporate greed and the
appeasement of shareholders has
been plunging the company towards
death by a thousand cuts.

The sectarian political parties in

the North alongside the Tories in
Westminster have done little to en-
sure that jobs are maintained. They
are, of course, under pressure to de-
fend jobs – as demonstrated by pre-
vious campaigns by the union –
however they remain ideologically
wed to appeasing the markets and as
a result are incapable of intervening. 

UniTE demand re-nationalisation 
Union shop stewards at Bombardier
have responded robustly to this un-
certainty – moving a motion, which
passed unanimously at Unite’s Irish

Policy Conference. The motion calls
on the union to “do whatever it takes
to defend jobs and skills at Bom-
bardier” and “fight for the renation-
alisation of [the] company if that’s
the only way to protect our members
and defend local communities.”

Unite Regional Co-Ordinating Of-
ficer and Socialist Party member
Susan Fitzgerald: “The idea of some-
body coming in and picking what they
want and scrapping the rest is just a
recipe for job losses…Shorts was na-
tionalised in the past. If that's what it
takes to secure jobs in communities,

we don't have a problem putting that
out there and standing over it.”

Support for the demand of nation-
alisation, has been growing and has
been well received by Bombardier
workers and the wider community.
Bombardier has benefited massively
from public investment, yet can sell-
off and slash jobs as it pleases. Work-
ing-class people are increasingly
seeing the contradictions of the ‘free’
market which puts profit before not
only the needs of workers and their
families but also the planet. Nation-
alisation is quickly being seen as an
alternative to the continuous cycle of
job cuts and erosion of hard-won
conditions.  

Bold & militant campaign needed 
Socialists call for Unite to mount a
serious campaign for nationalisation
of Bombardier as part of a real strat-
egy to defend highly skilled manu-
facturing jobs. Stemming from any
potential industrial action to defend
jobs and conditions, tactics that have
worked successfully in the past, like
the occupation of the plant should be
considered. 

A key demand could be for work-
ers’ control and management of a
nationalised aerospace industry that
would  prioritise jobs and maintain
skills for the benefit of society. This
would receive support from across
the trade union movement and the
working class as a whole - linking
struggles from every industry against
what is likely to be further attacks on
jobs, pay and conditions.

By Daniel Waldron 

Up to 20,000 civil servants
across the north are set to

strike on Friday 26 July in what
will be the largest industrial ac-
tion that side of the border
since march 2015, when the en-
tire public sector was shut
down in opposition to austerity
measures agreed by the Tories,
the DUp and sinn Féin.

The strike has been provoked by
the refusal of civil service manage-
ment to engage with the Northern
Ireland Public Service Alliance
(NIPSA) – the union representing
staff – and instead to impose a
below-inflation pay deal for 2018/19.
This comes after seven years of pay
restraint already. Other public sector
workers have been granted larger in-
creases, including teachers who have
been engaged in ongoing industrial
action.

Conditions & living standards 
undermined 
Pay is not the only issue. Manage-
ment have torn up the handbook by
externally advertising posts which
would normally be filled through in-

ternal promotion, a slap in the face
for long-standing and low-paid civil
servants. There have been attacks on
other terms and conditions, all im-
posed without any reference to staff's
union representatives. 

This arrogant approach has rightly
provoked an angry reaction. In the
ballot for industrial action, 68.5% of
NIPSA members voted to strike. At
the consultative meetings hosted by
the union, workers spoke about the
impact austerity has had on their
lives, the struggle to make ends
meet, with many forced to accumu-
late debt or work second jobs. This
adds to the stress they're already
under in the workplace, with staff
numbers slashed by the Stormont
politicians and remaining workers
forced to pick up the slack.

Determined action 
Another message which came
through loud and clear was that
workers want a serious campaign to
win on these issues. They remember
the times they have been let down by
trade union leaderships. The UK-
wide public sector strike in November
2011 against the Tories' pension cuts
and the March 2015 strike against

Stormont austerity both showed the
huge potential power of the organised
working class, but both struggles
were summarily ended by conserva-
tive trade union leaders with next to
nothing to show for it.

NIPSA has a fighting track record,
due in no small part to the influence
of the Broad Left within the union, in

which Socialist Party members par-
ticipate. The union's Civil Service Ex-
ecutive has already committed to a
programme of rolling action follow-
ing on from 26 July, including work-
to-rule, sectional action and further
civil service-wide strikes. Local strike
committees should be established
and regular meetings of members

held to ensure maximum participa-
tion in democratically deciding the
way forward for the struggle.

This is a crucial battle. A victory for
civil servants would act as example
for workers across both the public
and private sectors and boost confi-
dence that it is possible to fight back
against poverty pay and austerity.

Defend jobs & livelihoods:

Nationalise Bombardier 

Opposing austerity & wage restraint: Civil servants vote for industrial action 

Unite members in Bombardier Belfast are fighting to save thousands of jobs

NIPSA members across the North will take strike action on 26 July
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By Kevin Henry 

For mAny, August 1969 was
the month that saw the real

beginning of the Troubles in
the north. british troops were
sent into northern Ireland sup-
posedly as a “stop gap”, but one
that would remain for decades.

Ten months earlier, the repression
of a civil rights protest on the streets
of Derry saw the situation erupt with
Catholic workers and youth onto
streets revolting against half a cen-
tury of discrimination and poverty.
Not only was Unionism discredited,
but so too were the ideas of right-
wing nationalism – socialist ideas
gained a massive echo. 

Potential for unity 
Importantly these ideas could reach
out to Protestant workers who also
suffered poverty conditions, particu-
larly in housing. The paramilitary or-
ganisations that would come forward
as “the defenders” of communities at
this point had little support. Loyalist
paramilitaries had little success at
reorganising, and the IRA had still
not recovered from the failure of the
“border campaign” of the 1950s.

However, a backlash to the civil
rights movement was gaining
ground, and in the months leading
up to August there was serious riot-
ing in Derry, Armagh and other
areas.  Tensions where high in the
run up to the annual Derry Appren-

tice Boys march.  It started off peace-
fully, in large part due to the efforts
of Derry Labour Party and Young So-
cialist members trying to stop young
people from the Bogside from at-
tacking the marchers. When stones
where thrown at the parade the RUC
responded with a full scale assault on
the Bogside.

heroic defence 
The response of the people of the
Bogside, including the Young Social-
ists and Derry Labour Party activists
attempting to stop violence, was to
erect barricades and fight to defend
the area. The “Battle of the Bogside”
raged for two days. Adding flames to
the fire was the southern Irish gov-
ernment, with then Taoiseach Jack
Lynch saying that they “would not
stand idly by” as these events in the
North developed. In reality this was
bluster, as the government did pre-
cisely that, however it was seen by
Protestants in the North as a serious
threat.  

The RUC forces had been depleted
due to rioting, 600 of the 3,600 RUC
officers were injured. The Unionist
government response was to call up
the reserves – the 8,500 all-protes-
tant notorious “B-specials.” Had such
a violent sectarian militia been de-
ployed against the people of the Bog-
side, there would have been a
bloodbath that would have precipi-
tated a sectarian civil war across the
North.

British troops 
The entry of British troops was
therefore welcomed by locals – with
famous pictures of troops been of-
fered tea, as the situation calmed in
Derry. It erupted in Belfast with sec-
tarian violence in West Belfast. In
this situation many civil rights lead-
ers, including those on the left, wel-

comed the entry of troops into
Northern Ireland arguing that it of-
fered a “breathing space.” 

Many of these same groups would
later support the Provisional IRA
campaign. The small forces of Mili-
tant, the forerunner of the Socialist
Party, argued that “the call made for
the entry of British troops will turn

to vinegar in the mouths of some of
the civil rights leaders. The troops
have been sent to impose a solution
in the interests of British and Ulster
big business.” 

The role of the working class
Militant argued for the labour move-
ment to take the lead and organise a
“trade union defence force” against
sectarianism. This wasn’t an abstract
position. As Peter Hadden outlines
in detail in Common History, Com-
mon Struggle, the fact that the Trou-
bles did not spread to other areas or
the workplaces was mainly down to
initiatives taken by trade union and
working-class activists on the
ground. In many areas peace was
maintained by committees set up by
working-class residents, uniting both
Catholic and Protestant workers.

When Loyalist bigots issued “get
out or be burnt out” threats against
Catholic families living in the largely
Protestant working-class areas of
East Belfast, local peace committee
activists responded with leaflets put
through Catholic doors saying “stay
put, we will protect you. ”

The untold story of this period is
the heroic role played by trade union
activist and others in resisting sec-
tarianism. This could have provided
the basis to push back against sectar-
ianism rather than the growth of
paramilitary violence. Socialists have
a responsibility to bring out this hid-
den history.

Reviewed by Kieran Mahon 

DIeGo mArADonA, now
58, is the subject of Asif Ka-

pidia’s latest film examining
fame. Using access to hundreds
of hours of unseen private
footage, new interviews with
maradona, narration from his
personal trainer and his ex-
wife, and contemporary
footage he has constructed an
enthralling two hours and ten
minutes of film.  

It opens with a frantic, edge of the
seat car trip through Naples that sets
the scene for events to come. We also
get some sense of Maradona’s back-
ground. At just 15 he, through foot-
ball, took his family out of the
poverty of a Buenos Aires shanty
town. He was subsequently sold,
twice in three years, for world record
fees as capitalism and money from
corporate interests took a firmer grip
on the game. 

The film focuses to two events that
defined Maradona. In both cases Ka-
pidia puts them in their social and
economic context. The 1986 World
Cup quarter final against England is
placed in the context of the Falklands
War and the humiliating defeat in-
flicted on Argentina by Thatcher.  

The Naples that embraced
Maradona is also brought out using
footage from Italian league matches.
The racist abuse engaged in by sec-
tions of Ultras from the big northern

Italian clubs is particularly striking
today given the presence of Salvini’s
La Liga in the current Italian gov-
ernment. Maradona led Napoli from
relegation fancied minnows to two
league titles, two Italian Cups and a
UEFA Cup in his seven seasons
there. His links with the Camorra,
and his introduction to cocaine are
all revealed through intimate
footage and stills. 

In dealing with the 1990 World
Cup in Italy, where in the semi-final
Italy were pitted against Argentina in
Naples the film explores divided loy-
alties in Naples, which Maradona
played into, and the efforts of the
Italian press to try and win over a
city that has been economically neg-
lected. Maradona led Argentina to
victory, scoring, celebrating joyously
and in effect sealing his departure
from Italian football.  

The director explores the backlash
heaped on Maradona by the Italian

establishment, and state. Maradona
was rapidly under the eye of revenue,
received regular drug tests and a
ban, was dragged across the media
and was associated with the buying
of sex from sex workers linked to the
Camorra gangs. When he fled to Ar-
gentina, he was arrested in a drugs
bust, all under a barrage of cameras
and mass attention. The film ends
with Maradona admitting to his
biggest deception and finally accept-
ing the paternity of his estranged
partner’s son. 

The sense from the film is of a
football genius at a time when ram-
pant commercialisation, individual-
ism and celebrity were pushed over
the collective experience. In a system
unable to meet the aspirations of the
vast majority, Maradona was em-
braced and elevated by those he in-
spired and ultimately taken down,
directly or indirectly, by those who
sought to profit from him.  

When the North exploded 
50 years since the ‘Battle of the Bogside’ 

Review: Diego Maradona directed by Asif Kapidia 

The 6th of July saw Dublin's second annual Trans Pride take place, con-
sisting of a short rally, a march and the final rally. Between 1500-2000
people turned out, doubling last year’s turnout, to participate in a
grassroots community-led event that had a strong anti-capitalist thread
throughout. Speakers covered a large host of topics with some particu-
larly powerful contributions from Trans activists in Direct Provision and
from the Traveller community. Trans Pride received great support from
members of the public as well as a number of trade unions, political and
campaigning organisations. After an energetic and optimistic event the
struggle for equality and liberation continues.

Trans Pride Dublin 2019

Clashes between Catholic workers and youth and the RUC in Derry, 1969
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IS BURNING THE PLANET 

EARTh STRiKE, 20 Sept 2019: 
Trade Unions & Student Unions Must Take Action 


